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YOU WILL NEED
A hot palette, like a pancake griddle, set to around 175 degree F 

Natural bristle brushes: hog and hake style

A substrate that is absorbent, such as a wood panel 
(do not use acrylic primed surfaces)

Ideally you will have the three primaries plus Titanium White

Wax Medium

Slick Wax or Soy Wax for cleaning

Pottery tools for scraping

Paper Towels

Heat gun

BASIC PAINTING TECHNIQUES

Find out more about encaustic painting tecniques and encaustic paints at www.encausticpaints.com

Start off by priming your substrate with a couple 
layers of wax medium. For practice purposes I am 
using a masonite panel.  Ultimately, you will want to 

use higher quality surfaces suited for encaustic applica-
tions. I am using a hake brush to apply the base coat. For 
the second layer of medium remove the panel from the 
hot palette and apply, being sure to cover evenly. Now 
it is time to fuse, or bond that layer of Wax Medium to 
the substrate by gently reheating the wax with the heat 
gun. Fusing is best done in a slow and methodical way. 
Using circular motions direct the heat from the heat gun 
onto the panel till the wax glistens or becomes slightly 
liquified. 

Using your paint, draw your design.  I used Ultra-
marine Blue extended with some Wax Medium to 
draw out the image of an apple. Using basic paint-

ing techniques, I also used Ultramarine Blue to fill in my 
dark values. 

Using your hot palette as a mixing palette you can 
use the Hot Cakes to mix all the colors you will need 
for this project. I am starting off by mixing Ultrama-

rine Blue and Titanium White to create the color for my 
background. To extend your paints, to increase ease in 
brushstroke, or for more transparent effects add Wax 
Medium to the degree that suits your needs. 

Using a hog bristle brush apply strokes of paints to 
your panel, building up your first layers of paint. You 
will notice the wax paint cools instantly and that 

texture is easy to create with each brush stroke. 

Between color mixes you will want to clean your 
brush by dipping into the Slick Wax or Soy Wax and 
then wiping excess off with a paper towel. The 

cleaning wax will get dirty looking quickly, but will still be 
effective. Remember to wipe off excess paint from your 
brush before dipping into the cleaning wax. 

Continue to mix your colors and lay them onto the 
panel until you have a single layer of paint cover-
ing your panel. This is the first layer and the rework-

ing of your image, creating depth, layers and textures 
will come with each successive layer. 

Now it is time to fuse again, using the same gentle 
and methodical way of reheating the wax until it 
bonds to the layer of wax beneath. The process of 

fusing as you go ensures a strong paint film. 

Continue to mix your paints to make adjustments 
and refinements to you colors, values, drawing and 
final details. Be sure to gently fuse each layer. This 

palette consist of Naphthol Red, Titanium White, Ultra-
marine Blue, and Bismuth Yellow, the same colors in the 
Introductory Hot Cakes Set. 

Use a pottery loop to scrape off excess, unwanted 
paint and to soften edges and create more inter-
esting surface texture. Make sure to fuse gently one 

last time and you are all done. 
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